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The First Daily in The Arabian Gulf

Sugarcane means 
money, renewable 
energy in Mauritius

Far out into the Indian Ocean where it is forced
to be self-reliant, the island nation of
Mauritius is weaning itself off fossil fuels by

turning to its main cash-crop sugar cane, for elec-
tricity. The leftover, crushed sugarcane stalks and
tips - dry fibrous material known as “bagasse” - is
burned to help power Mauritius and reduce its
reliance on coal and oil. Electricity from sugarcane
now accounts for 14 percent of the island’s needs
and, when combined with other renewable sources
such as solar, wind and hydro, provides nearly a
quarter of daily consumption.

“The government’s goal is to increase the share
of renewable energy in the energy mix to 35 per-
cent by 2025,” said deputy prime minister Ivan
Collendavelloo who is also energy minister. “The 35
percent is not far off; we will have 11 solar parks by
next year and at least two wind farms,” he said.
“Independent producers in the sugar industry will
continue to provide the largest share of renewable
electricity from bagasse,” he added.

In Mauritius, around 60 percent of the island’s
electricity is generated by four sugar companies,
each running its own thermal power station. The
plants run on coal for part of the year then switch to
sugar cane byproducts when harvest season comes.

Power 24/7 
At the end of November, the harvest is in full

swing in the fields surrounding the Omnicane com-
pany, in the south of the island. Heavy trucks pulling
huge trailers are lined up next to an immense ware-
house to unload their cargo of fresh-cut sugarcane.
During the harvest, 8,500 tonnes are sent daily to
this facility - a total of around 900,000 tonnes for
the year. The cane stalks are crushed to extract
juice for sugar production. They are then soaked to
extract the last juice and then heated to dry.

Finally, squashed and dried, the stalks are fed
into a thermal power station where they burn at
500 degrees Celsius, fuelling turbines that produce
electricity for the plant and the national grid.
“Electricity is available 24 hours a day, on demand,
without having to wait for the wind or the sun, since
we can store bagasse as we would oil and coal,”
said Jacques D’Unienville, Omnicane’s manager. And
the carbon dioxide greenhouse gas produced by
the burning? It is captured, according to
D’Unienville, and used to add the fizz to soft drinks.

Cloud on horizon 
However there are clouds on the horizon in the

form of a drop in sugar prices since the European
Union ended quotas in 2017, and increases in pro-
duction in Thailand, Brazil and India, which together
have put pressure on the island’s farmers. Jacqueline
Sauzier, secretary general of the Mauritius Chamber
of Agriculture said falling sugar prices were “a fatal
blow to the local sugar industry”. “The number of
small farmers has fallen from 26,000 in 2010 to
13,000 in 2018,” said Agriculture Minister Mahen
Kumar Seeruttun.

The question is whether Mauritius will be able to
produce enough sugar cane to meet its target for
renewable, bagasse-based electricity. Some sugar
producers are hoping that preferential treatment
might provide an answer. “Mauritius is a small, vul-
nerable island. We do not have the capacity of
Thailand, Brazil and India, but we are an efficient
producer because we value the entire sugar pro-
duction chain,” said D’Unienville. “We need pro-
tected access to preferential markets. Small coun-
tries should have quotas as a priority because we
are very vulnerable,” he said. — AFP 

In the “careful what you wish for” stakes, few issues rank
higher than the plan for a second referendum by those
in the UK hoping for a reversal of the country’s June

2016 vote to leave the European Union (the “Remainers.”)
If secured, the outcome could be a fast track to a phenom-
enon the UK has so far avoided - the creation of a large,
angry populist party, probably of the right and perhaps
also of the left. That would be very bad news for the UK,
for its politics, for Europe, and for the cause of democracy
generally. It would be seen, with some justice, as “they”
crushing the democratic vote of “we the people”.

The second referendum plan is justified by arguing that
the British people deserve to have a choice between the
government’s Brexit proposal, agreed by Theresa May’s
cabinet with difficulty last month and to be voted on by
parliament on Dec 11, and that of scrapping Brexit alto-
gether. The electorate, the Remainers argue, will make an
informed choice rather than a mere expression of frustra-
tion with the EU, as in 2016.

But of course, the organizers hope for a reversal of
Brexit. They believe the electorate is frightened by the
prospect of slower growth, or even an economic shock
from crashing out without a plan - both warnings put out
last week by Bank of England Governor Mark Carney,
supported by an official government analysis.

No country is an island, not even one that is, like
Britain. The surge of often violent militancy in France, left
and right united against the centrist and once popular
President Emmanuel Macron and his Republique en
Marche party, is the most vivid and frightening example of
the confrontation between “us” and “them.” But the disaf-
fection is deep and wide in the rest of Europe, and - as
Yves Leterme, former prime minister of Belgium warned in
June, the populists are united by “their refusal to play by
the rules of conventional politics.”

In France, what began as a more or less conventional
protest, mainly in the provinces, against a fuel price rise
has now transformed itself into something like a revolution.
The promise by the French Prime Minister Edouard

Philippe on Tuesday to suspend the fuel tax increases for
six months was followed by more rioting. On Wednesday
evening, the government surrendered completely, taking
the rises out of the 2019 budget, with no threat of their
renewal. This weekend will see how well that works.

This, from an administration which had appeared the
most resolute and confident in Europe, with a president
who only two weeks ago made a virtue of not following his
predecessors in his office in backing down in face of

protests, is a terrible warning to European governments -
and perhaps more widely in the democratic world. France
seems to demonstrate that the democratic choice of an
administration one year is vulnerable to a wave of militant
anger the next. If that confirms itself as a trend, the knell
for democracy surely tolls.

How likely is such a trend? There’s no steady political
weathervane pointing in only one direction. In Germany,
where the fears of a far-right surge are most impregnated
with 20th century horrors, the Alternative for Germany hit
a high of 17 percent in a late summer poll, only to fall away
to 12 percent in regional elections in Bavaria and Hesse,
where the leftist Green Party surged.

Italy’s national populist coalition government remains
popular, and the deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini,
Italy’s most prominent politician and an outspoken opponent

of immigration, proposes liberalizing gun ownership laws,
courting fears of the rise of a gun lobby as powerful as that
in the United States. Italy’s government is locked in a strug-
gle with the EU over a budget, agreed between Brussels and
the previous center-left administration, which the populist
coalition refuses to observe. Neither side can afford to back
down, but compromises may save temporary face.

In Spain, seen as immune to right-wing populism, a new
force grows. Vox, a far-right party came from nowhere to
win 12 seats in the regional parliament of Andalusia this
month, and may enter government there with a manifesto
that was much more about national issues such as control
of immigration, more power to a centralized national gov-
ernment, promotion of increased awareness of Spain’s
contribution to civilization and more. 

That Andalusia voters should respond with enthusiasm
to a party which wants power to flow back from the
regions to the center shows a large disaffection with
Spain’s system of devolved rule - a system which has pro-
duced a continuing standoff between separatists in
Catalonia and the government in Madrid. The quarrel, says
the Catalan commentator Juan Jose Lopez Burniol, “has a
massive ability to destabilize the whole of Spain.”

Burniol’s comment applies to all of Europe. The national
populists have not won - though they pin large hopes on a
much-increased vote, even a majority, in the European
elections in May 2019 - but they are extremely destabiliz-
ing. Sweden is struggling to form a government because
the far-right Swedish Democrats hold the balance of pow-
er, and no mainstream party will coalesce with them. 

In Austria, the radical right party, FPO, is the junior
partner in a rightwing coalition which stresses restrictions
on immigration - and outrages liberals by attacks on the
state broadcaster, alleged efforts to suppress investiga-
tions into racist behavior by far-right supporters and - a
particularly bitter issue - the government’s cancelling of a
law against smoking in restaurants. No country can avoid
a reckoning with a large group of citizens who hate what
mainstream parties have done. — Reuters

Another Brexit referendum is a terrible idea

Disaffection 
is deep and 
wide in rest 

of Europe

Slow recycler 
Turkey seeks 
better uses 
for its trash 

Turkish woman Tulay Gercek stands
in front of a vending machine at a
busy Istanbul metro station but

instead of putting coins into a slot, she
crams plastic bottles into a hole. Every
bottle or can Gercek places in the machine
gives extra credit on her Istanbul card -
the universal ticket for using public trans-
port in the city - in a pilot project by the
municipality to promote recycling. “I’m
bringing plastic bottles every day,” she
said at Sishane station, where she had
brought a large bag of bottles and cans. “In
the past I used to throw them into the bin.
This is a very good project. There should
be more,” she said. “I believe it will help
raise public awareness a little bit.”

The machines are in place at three
metro stations in Turkey’s mega city and
officials hope to expand to more in the
future. It’s so far a relatively rare step in a
country of over 80 million people with a
notoriously bad record on recycling and
waste. Activists say this must change fast
and there are signs, albeit tentative, that
the authorities are starting to understand
the need to change profligate habits. 

‘Polluting the soil’ 
Turkey ranks 108th with a score of

52.96 in the 2018 Environmental
Performance Index (EPI), produced by the
Yale Center for Environmental Law and
Policy, that analyses the environmental per-

formance of 180 nations. Top of the eco-
chart is Switzerland, with a score of 87.42,
indicating a strong showing across most
issues, especially climate, energy and air
pollution. 

Oya Guzel, of the Mind Your Waste
(Copune Sahip Cik) foundation, said
Turkey was producing around 31 million
tonnes of waste annually, out of which 11
percent was recycled. “We are polluting
the soil and the environment with plastics,
metals and glass which remain in the natu-
ral environment for years,” she told AFP.
“We have a target of 35 percent (of all
waste to be recycled) by five years from
now, which is also low but we believe
progress can be made” in that time.

She said it was consumers in the end
who have to decide what is recyclable.
“We could turn it into raw material, or
throw away litter and make it trash,” Guzel
said, urging consumers to give up on dis-
posable materials. “We use a plastic bag
for an average time of 12 minutes. It
becomes trash 12 minutes later.” The
Istanbul municipality told AFP that, of the
non-recycled waste, 61 percent was
burned to produce electricity and the
remaining 28 percent buried with no use.

End to free bags 
Green policies do not appear as yet to

be a major vote winner in Turkey but there
are signs the ruling Justice and
Development Party (AKP) of President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan is now paying some
attention to the issue. Environment and
Urbanization Minister Murat Kurum said
there would be a compulsory charge for
plastic bags from January, bringing Turkey
into line with other European countries.
That would be a revolution in a country
which uses plastic bags massively. Kurum
said that every Turkish citizen uses, on
average, 440 bags a year, adding the aim
was to reduce this to 40 by 2025.

The recycling campaign is also strongly
backed by Erdogan’s wife Emine, who said
at a conference on zero waste that the tar-
get was a “more livable environment” and a
“stronger economy by classifying the
waste at its source and recycling”. She said
Erdogan’s presidential palace was leading
the way with its staff now trained in how to
recycle waste on site. “We have not had
garbage trucks at the presidential complex
for a long time,” she said.

‘Will get better’ 
At a sorting facility on the outskirts of

Istanbul, organic waste is separated,
processed and used as fertilizer in parks
and gardens throughout the city, while
non-organic materials, like glass, plastics
and metals, are recycled. But Ibrahim Halil
Turkeri, the city’s recycling chief, said that
“greater responsibility falls to individuals”.
“If the waste is classified at its source,

cleaner waste will reach our facility and
factories, and they will have better value as
secondary raw materials, and all will have
been recycled.”

Ahmet Hamdi Zembil, environment engi-
neer at waste management company
ISTAC, said gas from burning organic
waste can be transformed into electricity.
But he added that classifying at source was
crucial so that synthetic waste was not
mixed in. “We have disposed of seven mil-
lion tonnes of waste here over the last year
and produced 400 million kilowatt hours of
electricity,” he said. Back at Sishane,
Gercek slotted her plastic bottles into the
machine, realizing to her chagrin that only
0.03 lira is given for each can or bottle,
meaning she would need to recycle 87
cans or bottles for a single free trip that
normally costs 2.60 lira ($0.50). “But still, it
is a start. I believe this system will get bet-
ter,” she said. — AFP 

A photo taken on Nov 22, 2018 shows trucks carrying
sugarcane at the Omnicane Savannah Sugar Factory in
l’Escalier in Mauritius. — AFP 

Turkish workers handle garbage at a recycling center in Istanbul on Nov 14, 2018. — AFP 


